
Stetro grip, 1103 
small, harder rubber grip with indentations for each finger tip. Best for students who hold 
their pencils close to the tip, and for aiding finger alignment. 
 

EzGrip, 1104 
Once the grip is on the pencil, rotate the pencil until it 'fits' in the student's hand the way 
they are most comfortable. Made to reduce writing fatigue even with individualized grip 
styles. 
 

Air Grip, 1105 
Soft, rubber triangular grip that helps with tripod alignment and overgripping. Per grip. 
 

The Pencil Grip, 1106 
The standard in pencil grips. The soft rubber cushions pressure points and the bulbous end can go either 
way on the pencil depending on the writer's need. 
 

  Solo Grip, 1107 
This new grip combines the shaping of a Stetro grip with the soft rubber and larger size of The Pencil Grip. 
 

Start Right Grip, 1108 
Designed to correct improper grasp and to encourage keeping the web space open. Also helps keep the 
fingers away from the tip of the pencil. This grip is latex free. 

Grotto Grip, 1113 
The Grotto Grip places the fingers in a natural ergonomic position, which supports the joints to alleviate the 
need for increased pencil pressure. In addition, specialized angles discourage unwanted hyperextension of 
finger and thumb joints and closing of the web space between the thumb and index finger. Unlike existing 
grips, once the fingers are placed correctly on the Grotto Grip, they prevent the user from reverting back to 
immature grasping habits. 
 



The Jumbo Pencil Grip, 1119 
Super size version of the highly rated The Pencil Grip. 
 

    Kush n Flex, 1121 
Small pencil grip covered with soft plastic spines. 
 

     Foam Grip Set, 1125 
Two favorite grips to help cushion pressure points -- the foam grip and the ridged foam grip. The ribbed 
foam grip also helps provide extra sensory feedback. 
 

    Crossover Grip, 1129 
From the makers of The Pencil Grip, the Crossover Grip stops fingers from crossing over and holds fingers 
in the correct position with a finger guard. Good for right or left handed students. 
 

    Writing C.L.A.W., 1130 (small) 
                                                      1131 (medium) 
The only pencil grip that guarantees that it will eliminate thumb wrap and fist grip in 60 seconds. The 
pencil (or crayon, paint brush, spoon, etc.) slides through the flexible center hole and the grip slides over 3 
finger tips. 
 

              Handiwriter 1142 
 
Designed to facilitate the correct positioning and holding of a writing tool. Constructed of 
soft, comfortable, cotton, latex free, stretch knit band, satin cord, and a dolphin charm. 


